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What was your total volume count at the end of the year? Every year, the American Bar Association asks us these questions. When I began my job here almost ten years ago, this meant pulling out the great blue accession books and counting added volumes and withdrawn volumes. We subtracted the second from the first, and added the net added volumes to the total volume count for the previous year. While the actual statistical calculation was hardly difficult, and the whole process never took much over an hour or so (I work in a mid-sized library), it took many student hours per week to record each added or withdrawn volume in the accession books.

Of course, all of this changed with the advent of integrated automation, right? After all, computers are far more efficient bean counters than people. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to make a system do everything you want it to—especially after only the first pass. But after some experience with the system, and some creative use of the Innovative “create lists” function, we are able to use the system to calculate nearly all of the statistics requested by the ABA—from the straightforward “volumes added” tally, to the much more involved “volumes withdrawn” statistic. This article presents a case study of how we use certain techniques to generate commonly requested acquisitions statistics from our automated system.

Now in order for our statistics problem to make sense, I really need to describe our library. As I said, we are a mid-sized law library with just over 280,000 volume equivalents. We have approximately 60,000 treatises, 100,000 volume equivalents in microform, with the remaining 120,000+ being classified as either serials or periodicals. Included in the “serials and periodicals” classification are all law reviews and periodicals, government documents (administrative materials), case reports, collections of laws and codes, digests, and national legal encyclopedias. In the summer of 1994, we brought up all modules of the Innovative Interfaces automated system. Simultaneously, our building was gutted and rebuilt from the inside (the library, of course, remained open). A decision was made to barcode only the circulating collection, i.e. the treatises. The prospect of barcoding 50,000 (at the time) treatises and the roar of continuing construction was, well, daunting; the prospect of barcoding 150,000 volumes was positively unthinkable.

Law books are updated, revised, expanded, and replaced with notorious frequency. This is particularly true with digests, compiled statutes, and legal encyclopedias. While it is very easy to count added volumes using the Innovative system—each new volume gets a barcode and an “item record,” which is coded by type (i.e. serial, periodical, treatise, supplement)—Innovative has no explicit provision for tracking deleted item records by type. Indeed, the system does track “item records deleted.” This figure, however, is not an accurate indication of volumes withdrawn. When we first loaded our records, there was a certain amount of “noise,” i.e. database errors, which had to be deleted. Also, not every item deleted is counted in the ABA statistics. For example, we do not include supplements in our volume count. As item record for an added supplement could be coded in such a way as to exclude it from the “volumes added” statistic; however, because we were unable to tally deleted items by type, there was no way of differentiating between items that ought to be counted, supplements, and “noise.” Finally, most of the volumes being removed from our collection were coming from our serials collection (statutes, codes, digests), and didn’t have item records to begin with. While we could easily track new volumes added to the collection, our method of tracking discards at that time was to doom our student assistants to continued bean counting: we continued to record each discarded volume in our last de-accession books.

The solution—in retrospect, a fairly obvious one that nevertheless escaped us all—came with the idea of suppressed item records. Volumes held by our branch libraries (one in the faculty offices, one in the legal clinic) are suppressed from public view, but still available for staff use. It is an easy matter to create a list of volumes held in either of those libraries. I thought: why couldn’t we do this for items no longer in the library at all—i.e. withdrawn and discarded items? We could use a fixed field code to encode each discarded item with “d,” and have it automatically suppressed from the public display. To discard a volume without an
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item record, we would add a record, code it “d” for discard, and suppress it from the public display. For discarded items that we do not want to count, e.g. supplements, we could simply delete the item record from the system outright. The Innovative system automatically records the date a record was last edited, and so at the end of the year we could use the “create list” function to make a list of all item records with the code “d”, last updated between July 1 and June 30 (our fiscal year).

Training the acquisitions, serials, and periodicals staff to enter a single code in an item record, rather than record the author, title, and accession number (or barcode) of a book being discarded, was hardly difficult. The new procedure took so much less time, it was truly a welcome change. It was decided that item records for discards would be purged from the system each year a few months after the ABA statistics were completed. We would create a list of item records from the previous fiscal year, and delete them using the “Delete item records function.” Though the records would look a bit messy at first glance, they would never get truly out of control. Also, there would be no significant strain on the number of item records we had available to us.

While the new procedure has worked admirably well, there have been a few minor problems. First, we make an assumption that after a record is encoded as deleted, it will remain untouched. This is the case 99% of the time. However, occasionally a staff member who does not understand the discard procedure will go into a record and update it as “missing,” possibly affecting the year and statistics. This can be avoided by proper staff training (see below). Care must be taken to delete supplement records rather than encode them “d,” otherwise they will be counted as discarded volumes. Finally, for titles entirely withdrawn from the collection, there must be a code in the bibliographic record that means “discarded”—suppressed from public display.” This way, the item records attached to the particular bibliographic record can still be counted.

One troublesome problem has come with the new discard procedure. Because item records for withdrawn volumes remain on the system for at least a year, the staff display of a title often looks a bit cluttered. When reference and public service librarians search for a title, they usually see a bibliographic record, and a “summary of attached records.” They see an item record attached to a bibliographic record, and assume that the volume is in the library somewhere; the item code indicating “discard” is not visible in the summary. One solution to this is to train public service librarians either to look at the public display (from which discarded volumes are suppressed), or to go into the item records and look for the discard code. Neither solution is practical: there is information on the staff display—e.g. record creation date—that is not available on the public display. Also, it is not fair to expect public service librarians to dig into item records looking for codes to determine a book’s whereabouts. Our solution was to use the fixed field: “LOCATION,” and create a location code for discarded items. The item location is displayed in the summary of attached records—locations like ‘ser’ for serials collection, ‘per’ for periodicals, ‘treat’ for treatises, etc. We’ve created an item code “disc” for discarded items. (Our cataloging librarian talked me out of using “trash,” so that the summary of a discarded item would read LOCATION=trash.)

This case study illustrates only one way fixed field codes can be used in conjunction with the “create lists” function (or other search facility) to create useful statistical reports. Using such codes in other records, we are able to separate out electronic orders from firm orders from approval plan books, and determine the most efficient means of acquiring new materials. We can create a list of professors’ requests, or books purchased for specific courses, and create statistical reports showing how much we are spending on materials directly supporting the curriculum. Automated systems usually come equipped with some kind of statistical program. However, even a well designed system (and don’t get me wrong—innovative is a very well designed system) cannot anticipate all of the statistical reporting that will be required of it. To get the most out of the system, a user must be willing and able to re-evaluate persistent problems from as many innovative angles as possible.

Endnotes:
1 In nearly every college guidebook (e.g. Guide to U.S. Law Schools, Peterson’s, etc.), library quality is represented (or at least implied) by a numerical volume count. In this age of electronic information—including CD-ROM, online and Web-based information—this statistic is increasingly fallacious. In 1995, the American Bar Association recognized this. In their accreditation standards for libraries, they used to include a list of titles in a “core collection;” each library was required to own the listed volumes. In 1995, the standard was changed to read: “A law library shall provide within the law school’s facilities, through ownership or reliable access, a core collection of essential materials”—the key phrase here being reliable access. Libraries depend more and more on electronic information, resources not so easily quantifiable as volume count. Traditional book budgets are cut back to make room for greater computer resources. Libraries and librarians make efforts to be proactive, to move forward, to lead in this (damn the cliché, full speed ahead!) “age of information.” It is a shame the only representation of library quality in so many evaluative resources remains “volume count.”
2 For more ideas about ways to generate acquisitions and collection development statistics from an integrated automated system—in this case the Innovative Interfaces system—see the presentations entitled Innovative Use of INNOPAC Statistics (last modified Feb. 27, 1997) <http://coast.lib.uiw.edu/cong/innopac/>.
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There is lots of talk about XML—Extensible Markup Language—and the answer to the question posed above. I hope you read Norman Desmarais article on that topic in the last Chaos column (ATG, April, 1999, pp. 86-89, 93), providing a great deal of information about the XML standard and its potential. If you didn’t, you should. His last article specifically points to the potential of XML for Electronic Commerce, the area previously dominated by Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) standards in the U.S. and abroad. Many of us subscribe to the XML/EDI listserv and get message after message telling us that the next generation is here. The problem is, that the next generation is NOT ONE SINGLE STANDARD, it’S A LOT OF DIFFERENT approaches.

Do we really need new EDI standards?

Today’s EDI standards were really developed to replace paper forms. We call them “Purchase Orders,” “Invoices,” and the like. They are standard, but a great deal of leeway was provided for the needs of different companies.
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